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With him died all chance of success in war. He had failed to relieve Rochelle a year ago. Lindsey, his successor in command, did even less. Richelieu had blocked the harbour-mouth with a dyke, and Lindsey could not induce the English ships to go within range of its batteries. La Rochelle surrendered to Richelieu and was generously treated. The political power of the Huguenots was broken, and King Louis respected their religion. If his son had done the same, one might say that King Charles had been fighting for nothing. Certainly his other quarrels were easily adjusted, and peace was made. Soon Rubens would come to England and negotiate a peace with Spain. The Dutch had captured a Spanish treasure-fleet and were beginning to despise our aid. The German Protestants were about to find a new saviour in Gustavus .Adolphus, a surer paymaster in Richelieu. The war against the Hapsburgs went on, but without English intervention.
Europe might despise Charles for letting his subjects dictate to him, instead of establishing a despotism after the contemporary fashion. But no one abroad understood King Charles's problems. He had come to an understanding with Parliament, the feverish need for money was abating. So long as the Commons refrained from pressing their unwarranted claims about the Customs, there was life yet in the old system of government by King and Parliament. There were many hopeful signs. Buckingham was dead, and Charles was never to have a favourite again. Bristol was in favour at Court, as was Archbishop Abbot, recently under a doui The most powerful .minister was Treasurer Weston, a moderate if uninspiring person.' Time and chance were removing the worst consequences of King Charles's youth and King James's age. All might yet be well.
The Court had meanwhile obtained one recruit who
-  was to prove the most important of all.   Charles was so
seldom blessed with an eye for the right man that this

